
Ghost Lanterns 
 
 
You will need:   
Twine 
Scissors 
Cheesecloth 
Zots or Double Stick Tape 
Downloaded Ghost Faces from Switchcrafted.com 
Assorted Paper Lanterns (lanterns that light up are especially fun) 
 
 
1.  Cut white or ivory cheesecloth in strips about 3 yards in length by 36” width (this is a 
standard width so you should only have to cut the length). 
 
2.  Fold the fabric in half and cut a 1” hole in the center of the cheesecloth. This is where 
the twine will come through the fabric at the top of the ghost, and where you’ll be able 
to hang it up from. 
 
3.  Expand the paper lantern so it is taught. 
 
4.  Drape a 3 yard section of the fabric over the paper lantern. Then, drape a second 3 
yard section in the opposite direction. 
 
5.  Download, print and cut out the ghost faces from switchcrafted.com. 
 
6.  Use Zots or another strong double sided adhesive to stick the faces onto the fabric 
where the lantern is shaped as the “head” of the ghost to form a ghost face.  (A hot glue 
gun works as well, but not intended for use by children) 
 
7.  Tie a piece of twine to the hook at the top of the lantern and hang! 
 
8.  If you have a lantern that lights up, turn it on. These lanterns, whether lit inside or 
not, also have a really cool glow with black light on them. 
 
 

 
 
 

For this and other fun party ideas and crafts, visit switchwitches.com! 
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